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Presentation purpose



“

”

It is clear that the most 
important work of 

evaluators in the 21st

century will be to evaluate 
social programs designed to 

prevent and ameliorate 
social problems that 

threaten the wellbeing of 
children, adolescents, 

substantial portions of the 
world’s adult populations 

and the elderly. (Donaldson 
& Scriven, 2009)



Framing social change & indicators of progress



Research focus
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AIM: Understand how the impact of complex interventions acting on the social 
determinants of health can be evaluated.

Figure 1: Zone of Complexity (Patton, 
2010)
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Study 1

Study 2

Study 3

01 Literature Review & Indicator development 
What is social change in health? 

02 Meta-analysis of complex interventions
Testing whether the indicators predict impact

03 Case study of a complex intervention
Are the indicators practical and relevant in a intervention setting?

Research design



Narrative review findings

• Lack of universal or shared definition of social change

• Limited information about how/whether social change interventions 
work

• Systems and complexity theory tends to dominate discussion

• Process evaluation, and examining implementation of interventions 
becoming more common
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Indicators that relate to impact
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Meta-analysis to test indicators 
in ASCVD

interventions
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Additional	records	identified	
through	other	sources	

(n	=	1354)	

Records	after	duplicates	removed	
(n	=	7123)	

Records	screened	
(n	=	7123)	

Records	excluded	
(n	=	6797)	

Full-text	articles	assessed	
for	eligibility	
(n	=	324)	

Full-text	articles	excluded,	
with	reasons	
(n	=	273)	

Studies	included	in	
qualitative	synthesis	only	

(n	=	4)	

Studies	included	in	
quantitative	synthesis	

(meta-analysis)	
(n	=	44)	

• Published 2011 – 2016
• 20 RCTs
• 6 cohort studies
• 8 pre-post design studies
• 3 evaluations
• 2 pragmatic RCTs
• 1 cluster RCT
• 7 quasi-experimental studies
• 1 comparison study



How effective were complex interventions on ASCVD risk factors?*
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*All reviewed 
interventions were 
conducted with 
healthy 
populations (low 
ASCVD risk), and 
were all complex in 
design



How well did the interventions perform on the indicators? 
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How important/distinct are the indicators?

Exploratory factor analysis of 11 indicators, indicated two distinct factors: 
Intervention design, explaining 43.3% of variance

Intervention implementation, explaining 30.7% of variance 

Program design and program implementation are moderators of impact
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Key findings

•Complex social change interventions can achieve clinically 
significant health outcomes

•Effectiveness of social change interventions is related to 
intervention design and implementation 

•There is limited monitoring or evaluation conducted on 
intervention design and implementation
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Views from evaluators
Timoci & Rachel



How do we evaluate complex, multi-year projects when their impact 
can not be seen or determined over the course of the evaluation?

• Monitoring progression of implementation
• Consolidated Framework for Implementation Research developed 

by Maria Fernandez and colleagues. (https://cfirguide.org/)
• Generating actionable feedback to improve implementation and 

overall program effectiveness
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https://cfirguide.org/


Community arts sector and social change

•Perspective: Volunteer resident evaluator

•Purpose: Collaboratively build evaluation 
capacity with a focus on measuring and 
reporting on social change

•Organisation: Footscray Community Arts 
Centre (FCAC) 
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“We collaborate with artists, 
communities and organisations to 
build capacity, create opportunities 
and drive social change”

Photo: Participants of FCAC’s annual GENERATE professional 
development series in contemporary community engaged 
practice.



The challenge & opportunities 20
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Views from practitioners
Robbie Francis



Research and practice implications

• Policy makers & commissioners – funding, reporting, accountability and 
stewardship for social change interventions

• Researchers – development of measures for quality implementation & 
exemplars

• Practitioners – importance of internal evaluation and quality monitoring, 
implementer skill
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Evaluating social change, high risk & high reward
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Thank you
Feedback & Questions

Contact: 
ruth.aston@unimelb.edu.au
rachel.aston@artd.com.au

timoci.oconnor@unimelb.edu.au
info@thelucyfoundation.com
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